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Digital twins (DTs) have a great potential for bridge operation and maintenance. Geometric digital twins (gDTs) are the key
component of DTs. At present, a growing number of researchers are using high-precision 3D laser point clouds to generate gDTs.
However, for large bridges, such as arch, cable-stayed, and suspension bridges, comprehensive point-cloud collection stations are
difcult to set up due to their large span, narrow site, and limited feld of vision. Consequently, the complete point clouds of these
bridges cannot be easily obtained. Tus, knowing how to process absence point clouds and generate gDTs is an urgent problem.
Tis study proposes a semiautomatic method of extracting geometric information of a bridge’s components in the absence of point
clouds. First, an algorithm based on the combination of the iterative polynomial ftting curve and sliding window is developed to
extract the arch ring accurately. Second, an improved random sample consensus (RANSAC) algorithm based on distribution
density is adopted to extract the cross sections of the arch bridge components, except the arch ring. For cross sections that lack
point clouds, a translation strategy is used to supplement the unknown line segment. Finally, for the T-beam, a model alignment
method is proposed to best match the characteristic intersections extracted by the improved RANSAC algorithm and the points
corresponding to the design model.Te quality of the generated models is gauged using a point cloud deviation chromatogram. In
addition, the stressed component piers are compared with its design parameters to verify the accuracy of the proposed method.
Results show that our method can efciently and accurately extract geometric information and generate gDT for the bridge.

1. Introduction

Bridge safety has become a common research topic be-
cause bridges are an important part of highway infra-
structure and are exposed to many dangers during their
lifecycle [1]. After a bridge is built and used, knowing how
to manage and maintain them is a long and costly task.
Previous studies have proven that operation and main-
tenance costs account for half of the total costs of bridges
in their lifecycle [2].

An essential problem in the operation and maintenance
of bridges is efcient data storage. Nevertheless, the emer-
gence of digital twins (DTs) has provided an efective ap-
proach to address this problem. DTs are digital copies of
real-world assets [3], consisting of a 3D geometric digital
twin (gDT) and semantic, material, and mechanical infor-
mation. Among them, gDT is the key component. In the
bridge design stage, engineers build 3D models of a bridge
design according to 2D drawings. However, diferences exist
between the designed 3D model and gDT due to deviations
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in construction [4]. To obtain gDTs, the appearance and
process of a bridge and the corresponding data should be
tested upon bridge completion and during its operation [5].
Building information modeling (BIM) is an efective ap-
proach of realizing parametric modeling, and it is partic-
ularly suitable for generating gDTs.

Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) is an advanced tech-
nology used to obtain building information quickly. TLS has
surpassed some traditional measurement methods [6].
Furthermore, TLS can accurately and comprehensively
obtain the surface points (i.e., point clouds) of a detected
object. However, TLS is mainly used to obtain and process
the information of simple components, such as buildings,
pipelines, and simple supported beams [7–10]. Most of these
objects have simple or single components; thus, some
methods are unsuitable for directly analyzing bridge com-
ponents. In recent years, relevant research on bridge mea-
surement and modeling using TLS has been conducted.
Given its simple structure and wide distribution, simply
supported beam bridges have become a main research object
of bridge point clouds. Lu and Brilakis [11] delivered a
slicing-based object ftting method that can generate the
gDT of an existing reinforced concrete bridge from four
types of labeled point clusters. An average modeling distance
of 7.05 cm of gDT was obtained. Qin et al. [12] proposed an
automatic method of reconstructing parameterized BIM by
using point clouds to target simply supported beam bridges,
and the accuracy was within 2 cm. For arch bridges with a
complex structure, point clouds have more advantages than
traditional total station measurement. Yang et al. [13] used
an iterative polynomial algorithm to ft the arch structure
alignment in the laboratory and obtained data of thirteen
epochs. Results showed the reliability of 3D laser scanning
and its advantages over traditional methods. Riveiro et al.
[14] presented a newmethod for fully automated point cloud
segmentation of masonry arch bridges. Te method ef-
ciently created segmented, spatially related, and organized
point clouds, each containing relevant geometric data for a
particular component (pier, arch, spandrel wall, etc.) of the
structure. Occlusions and areas of low point density can
cause elements to be missed or classifed as noise. To address
the problems that most existing methods for creating as-
built BIMs from laser scanning data involve plenty of
manual work, Yang et al. [15] conducted semi-automated
generation of parametric BIM based on TLS data for
complex steel structures. Te authors believed that future
research is needed to extend the developed technology to
other common types of structural components, such as
L-shaped components, T-shaped components, and other
components formed by combining basic primitives.

TLS has great potential in the research of long-span arch
bridges. First, with the arch ring as the main force-bearing
object of arch bridges, the existing methods are not accurate
enough for its local details. Furthermore, for large bridges,
such as arch, cable-stayed, and suspension bridges, com-
prehensive data collection stations are difcult to set up
because of their large span, narrow site, and limited feld of
vision. Terefore, complete point clouds are also difcult to
obtain. Knowing how to process data and generate gDT in

the absence point clouds is an urgent problem. Tus, this
study proposes a method of processing the absence point
clouds and gDT generation. Te main contributions of this
method are as follows: (1) an algorithm based on the
combination of the iterative polynomial ftting curve and the
sliding window is developed to extract the arch ring accu-
rately. (2) An improved random sample consensus (RAN-
SAC) algorithm based on distribution density is adopted to
extract the cross sections of arch bridge components except
the arch ring. (3) Finally, for the T-beam, a model alignment
method is proposed to best match the characteristic inter-
sections extracted by the improved RANSAC algorithm and
the points corresponding to the design model. Te quality of
the generated models is gauged using a point cloud deviation
chromatogram. In addition, the stressed component piers
are compared with its design parameters to verify the ac-
curacy of the proposed method.Tree algorithms are used to
extract the geometric information of the arch bridge com-
ponents, and the arch bridge gDT is parameterized using
BIM software.

Te remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 provides the research background with respect to
the three aspects of bridge gDT generation: shape repre-
sentation, geometric information extraction, and bridge
gDT generation. Te developed approach to extract geom-
etry information from laser scanning data and generate gDT
is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents illustrative
examples to validate the proposed method and discusses the
experimental results. Section 5 provides a summary and the
conclusion of this study.

2. Related Work Background

Te two kinds of point-cloud reverse-generation models are
the 3D grid models [16] and geometric structures [17], and
they are defned in accordance with curve shapes, vertical
elevations, and cross sections. Te former reconstruction
method is simple, but it cannot be used with gDT to collect
other information. Te latter is an essential approach to
gDT, and it generates data for logical objects that can be used
to model the visualization and modifcation of these objects.
In general, gDT generation for arch bridges consists of the
following steps: (1) shape representation, (2) geometric
information extraction, and (3) bridge gDT generation.

2.1. ShapeRepresentationMethod. No universal solution can
describe 3D objects, and diferent representations have their
own advantages and disadvantages. Te choice of a shape
representation method depends on the preferred modeling
technology and the characteristics of the target object. Te
most commonly used shape representation methods can be
divided into four categories: implicit representation,
boundary representation, constructed solid geometry, and
swept solid representation (SSR). Implicit representation
requires mathematical formulas to represent 3D shapes, and
it has the advantage of accurately describing the 3D shape of
the object, i.e., whether it is a plane [18], a sphere, a ring [19],
and so on. However, implicit representation can hardly
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represent edges and vertices. Boundary representation
provides information about each vertex, edge, and cycle, and
it describes shapes by using their limits, thus overcoming the
weakness of implicit representation. However, the results of
boundary representation may be highly complicated due to
the required high-resolution detail level [20], which is
detrimental to operations and maintenance. Constructive
solid geometry is a set of basic entity primitives that follow a
certain “logic.” A basic body can be in the form of a cuboid,
cylinder, sphere, cone, and so on. Te random sampling
method of Schnabel et al. [19] can be used to model objects
comprising fve basic shapes: plane, sphere, cylinder, cone,
and torus. Nguyen et al. [9] proposed the ftting of a seg-
mented cylinder on the basis of normal region growth to
segment and identify pipeline components. However, the
shapes of bridge components are generally complex. Te
method of constructed solid geometry can be described as an
idealized or simplifed topology design, but bridge com-
ponents, such as arch ring, cable, T-beam, are difcult to
describe accurately. As a representation model, SSR creates a
3D shape by sweeping a 2D cross section along a specifc
path. Arch ring alignment, pier verticality, and cable sag are
important parameters of bridges, and they can be described
by a 3D path. In addition, most bridge components have a
uniform section; thus, the cross section is fxed. Terefore,
SSR is a suitable shape representation method to describe
bridges [11, 12, 15].

2.2. Geometric Information Extraction. SSR includes two
aspects: 2D cross section and 3D sweep path. Many studies
have attempted to obtain the 2D cross section of point
clouds. Ramamurthy et al. [21] extracted geometric features,
such as line segments related to cross sections, from point
clouds that contain noise and rough surfaces. Moreira et al.
[22] used the concave packet algorithm to extract the
concave hulls of a local XY plane of a slice. Laefer and Hong
[23] proposed a kernel density estimation method to re-
construct the point cloud of standard steel beams in a BIM-
compatible format. Zhou et al. [24] developed a parameter
extraction method based on grid points to extract quickly
and efectively bolt hole features. As for obtaining a 3D
sweep path of point clouds, the line shape of the curve
component with respect to a straight line is difcult to
extract. Bauer and Polthier [25] proposed an automatic
method of parametric reconstruction of a curved surface by
using unorganized point sets. Tey applied the principle of
using the moving least square method to calculate the spine
curve of the pipe surface and approximate the polygon curve
via the continuous arc spline. To obtain the deformation of
each stage of an arch ring accurately, Yang et al. [13] defned
the best-ftting surface and changed the usual order to move
the polynomial surface closer to the actual point cloud.

For large bridges, such as arch, cable-stayed, and sus-
pension bridges, comprehensive point-cloud collection
stations are difcult to set up because of their large span,
narrow site, and limited feld of vision. Consequently, the
complete point clouds of these bridges are also difcult to
obtain. Knowing how to process absence point clouds and

generate gDT is an urgent problem. Yang et al. [15] extracted
data from 39 pillars of a bridge for a large-scale bridge-like
steel structure and completed an as-built BIM. In achieving a
complete model, the modeling parameters of the two
missing struts in their work and the corresponding con-
nection plates were manually generated. Te arch ring is the
main bearing component of an arch bridge, and thus, en-
suring its high-precision alignment is important. Knowing
how to process absence point clouds is another urgent
problem. Tus, an improved RANSAC algorithm based on
distribution density is adopted in this study to extract the
sections of arch bridge components except the arch ring. For
sections that lack point clouds, the translation strategy is
used to supplement the unknown line segment. For the
T-beam, a model-matching algorithm is used to best align
the design model and gDT.

2.3. Bridge gDT Generation. In contrast to the component
model generation of bridges, that of buildings is relatively
simple. Jung et al. [26] built the inner and outer walls of
buildings through point cloud segmentation and feature
recognition. Te object of their study only included a single
type of a component. Danielle et al. [27] suggested the use of
a data-processing algorithm as provided by a point cloud
library to create walls and foors. For the common existence
of simple and complex shapes, Barazzetti et al. [28] proposed
a parametric BIM generation method that can preliminarily
separate two aspects. For simple shape modeling, com-
mercial BIM software is used. For complex shape modeling,
nonuniform rational basis splines are utilized. Commercial
BIM software provides powerful tools for modelers, and it is
the platform of choice for most modelers. Quattrini et al.
[29] used Autodesk Recap and Revit to create 3D models
directly from point cloud data and subsequently modeled
them using parameterized elements in Revit (i.e., built-in
family library and custom family). However, current ex-
perience suggests that no software can perform all geometric
modeling [30].

Most software platforms support only a few standard
components, such as wall and pipe modeling [31]. In ad-
dition, information may be lost due to manual modeling
operations [32]. Tus, modeling efciency is difcult to
ensure [33]. In this study, the CATIA platform, which is
known for its powerful parameterization ability, is adopted
to generate arch bridge gDT.

3. Methods

3.1. Overview. Tis section describes the semi-automated
generation of gDT for arch bridge based on TLS data. For
large bridges, such as arch, cable-stayed, and suspension
bridges, comprehensive point cloud collection stations are
difcult to set up because of their large span, narrow site, and
limited feld of vision. Terefore, the object of this study is
the absence point cloud.

Figure 1 shows an overview of our method that includes
three steps: (1) data segmentation, (2) extraction of the
bridge components’ geometric information, and (3)
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parametric bridge gDT generation. Section 3.2 introduces
that the point cloud processing software Geomagic is used to
separate diferent components of the arch bridge and classify
them into diferent categories. Section 3.3 discusses the
algorithms that have been developed and implemented in
MATLAB for various components to extract the bridge
components’ geometric information. Among them, each
object class has its own workfow. Section 3.4 presents the
process of how to generate the parametric bridge gDT in
CATIA. In this study, all solutions of bridge component
generation are in SSR.

Te assumptions for the shape of components are de-
scribed as follows: (1) an arch ring section is an equal section,
and any section is the design section size. (2)Te assumption
of pier column, tie beam, and so on section is that one side
cannot be ftted efectively. If the corresponding parallel edge
has been successfully ftted, then the translation strategy is
adopted; otherwise, the design information is used for
supplementation. (3) Te T-beam section is consistent with
the design size because the T-beam is modeled by aligning
the design model with extract feature intersection points to
the greatest extent using the ICP algorithm.

3.2. Data Segmentation. After pretreating the point clouds,
the arch bridge point clouds are manually divided into four
categories of components in Geomagic. Temanual division
time of the entire bridge is approximately 15min. Te frst
category is the arch ring. Te second category is the pier
column and tie beam.Te third category is the pier, pier seat,
and bent cap. Te fourth category is the T-beam. Te arch
ring is the main stress structure of the arch bridge, as
depicted by the rectangular stretching along the arch axis in
Figure 2(a). Te quality of several piers is crucial in iden-
tifying the stress of an arch bridge. Te pier column and tie
beam of the arch bridge are usually rectangular section
components, as shown in Figure 2(b).Te pier, pier seat, and
bent cap of the arch bridge can be regarded as a standard
contour along a line; hence, they are divided into the same
category, as shown in Figure 2(c). Te T-beam is the main
component of the arch bridge deck, and it has a complex
shape. However, in this study, the T-beam adopts the
prefabrication method and has a unifed size in the bridge, as
shown in Figure 2(d).

3.3. Geometric Information Extraction

3.3.1. Arch Ring. As this study adopts the SSR method, the
following two elements are required: (1) 2D cross section
and (2) 3D path. For the arch ring, the complete point clouds
of the arch-ring cross section are difcult to obtain.
Changing the cross-sectional size of the arch ring has a
negligible efect on the stress of the arch bridge. Tus, the
design size of the 2D cross section is adopted.Te 3D path of
the arch ring is crucial in handling the stress of the arch
bridge, further indicating that an accurate extraction algo-
rithm is needed. First, a similar but nonidentical polynomial
curve ftting method is used to describe the initial alignment
of the arch ring [13]. Second, the obtained polynomial is
used as the initial parameter of the sliding window algorithm
to ensure an accurate extraction.

Polynomial curve ftting should meet two require-
ments to achieve the optimal results. First, the standard
deviation between all points and each order of the
polynomial curve ftting should be less than a given value
(i.e., 0.5 m). Second, the standard deviation of the poly-
nomial curve ftting should be less than that of a higher-
order polynomial curve ftting. From the standard devi-
ations of all points and each order of the polynomial curve
ftting, the best polynomial curve ftting can then be se-
lected. Figure 3 shows the solution process of the optimal
polynomial curve ftting. Te materials and methods
section should contain sufcient detail so that all pro-
cedures can be repeated. It may be divided into headed
subsections if several methods are described.

z � an. x
n

+ an−1. x
n− 1

+ . . . + a2. x
2

+ a1. x
2

+ a0, (1)

where x and z are the 2D coordinates of each point, and
a0 − an represents the parameter to be estimated. Te un-
known parameters a0 − an are calculated using the least
square method.

Te specifc steps of the sliding window algorithm are as
follows: frst, the best polynomial curve ftting is used to
provide the slope of the tangent line at each interpolation
point tangentj � f. Te normal direction is given by
normalj � −1/tangentj. Ten, the interval of the interpo-
lation points is selected in accordance with the actual sit-
uation. Given the size of a long-span arch bridge, the interval
is set to 1-2m, as shown in Figure 4.

Data 
Segmentation

Extract 
geometric 

information

Generation 
gDT

Arch ring Pier column
& tie beam

T-beamPier, pier seat&cap beam

polynomial curve fitting& 
Sliding window Improved RANSAC Improved RANSAC 

& ICP

Cross section 
& 3D sweep path Model aligning Bridge gDT

GEOMAGIC

MATLAB

CATIA

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method for arch bridge gDT generation.
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Te rotation angle φj is derived from the angle between
the normal direction of slice j and the global X-axis. In
particular, the interpolation points of each slice j are used to
calculate the normal direction of each slice. Te changes in
coordinates of the corresponding rotation angle −φj for each
window point cloud are determined as follows:

x′

y′

z′

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

cos −φj  sin −φj  0

−sin −φj  cos −φj  0

0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

x

y

z

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (2)

Te expected value of the window point cloud can then
be solved. Finally, the expected value of each window
point cloud is rotated such that it is given by −φj. Te
linear control points at the bottom of the arch ring can
then be obtained. Te cubic spline is used for the
connection.

3.3.2. Pier Column and Tie Beam. Te axis is the key geo-
metric feature of the pier column and tie beam because these
components are subjected to axial force. Te perpendicu-
larity of the pier column axis is taken as the key parameter in
the detection. Te pier column and tie beam of an arch
bridge are usually rectangular. In view of ensuring the
representativeness of our method, the rectangular cross-
sectional pier column with two- and three-side point clouds
is selected as the research object, as shown in Figure 5(a).Te
point clouds of the pier are segmented via the slicing
method. Te specifc method involves cutting the data along
the Z-axis in a plane parallel to the XY plane to obtain
multiple cross sections, as shown in Figure 5(b). During site
construction, the pier height of each pouring is 0.5–1m. A
0.5–1m length in the Z-direction is recommended. An
improved RANSAC algorithm based on distribution density
is adopted to extract the sections of the arch bridge com-
ponents except the arch ring. For the sections that lack point

Pier

Pier seat

Bent cap

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Illustrations of diferent components: (a) arch ring; (b) pier column and tie beam; (c) pier, pier seat, and bent cap; and (d) T-beam.
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clouds, the translation strategy is used to supplement the
unknown line segment. Finally, the intersection of each line
is obtained and then used to calculate the centroid of the
intersection, as shown in Figure 5(c). Te axis of the pier
column is obtained via the least square method, as shown in
Figure 5(d).

Te specifc steps of the improved RANSAC algorithm
based on the distribution density algorithm are in the fol-
lowing steps, as shown in Figure 6. First, the number of point
clouds per millimeter along the X-axis and Y-axis of each

cross-section point clouds is calculated as m, and the average
density is calculated as ρ. In addition, the density threshold is
defned as ρt. Ten, when m≥ ρt, the length T corresponding
to the time point cloud is used as the threshold of the
algorithm.

ρt � kρ(k ∈ (3, 5)), (3)

where ρx � Na/a, ρy � Nb/b; Na and Nb represent the total
number of points on the X-axis and Y-axis of the cross
section, respectively; a and b represent the width and height
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Input: cross-sectional pier column with two-side point clouds list Datan×3;
Output: Te improved RANSAC algorithm’s Distance threshold T, the axis of the pier column l0

⇀
.

Dataz�Datan× 3 (:, 3);
dz� 1000; //Cut the interval of Data along the Z-axis in a plane parallel.
kz;//Quotient of total length of Dataz and dz.
dx� 1; //millimeter.
kx;//Number of millimeters along the X-axis of each cross section.
for i� 1to kz do
Datai; //Obtain the Point clouds of each segment of point clouds after cutting.
Na, a;//Na is the total number of points on the X-axis a of the cross section. a is the width of the cross section.
ρx � Na/a; //Te average density is calculated ρ Along the X axis.
ρt � 3∗ ρx; //Defnition the density threshold.
for j� 1to kx do
mx; //Calculated the number of point clouds per millimeter along X-axis.
end for
Tx; //Find the number greater than ρt in mx, and then the product of dx.
Ty; //It is the same as the solution process Tx.

l1 �RANSAC (Data, Tx); //Using RANSAC algorithm to ft straight line.
Data0; //Delete the point cloud in Data used in l1
l2 �RANSAC (Data0, Ty); //Using RANSAC algorithm to ft remaining straight line.
l3 � l1+ (0, 0, a); //the translation strategy is used to supplement the unknown line segment.
l4 � l2+ (0, 0, b); //like l3.
[Pt1, Pt2, Pt3, Pt4]; //calculate the intersection of l1, l2, l3, l4.
Pc; //calculate the centroid of the intersection.

end for
l0
⇀
; //calculate the axis of the pier column.

ALGORITHM 1: Improved RANSAC algorithm.
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of the cross section, respectively. Te RANSAC algorithm of
threshold T is used to ft the straight line of the cross section
iteratively. Te specifc algorithm for calculating the axis of
the pier column is given in Algorithm 1.

3.3.3. Pier, Pier Seat, and Bent Cap. Te pier, pier seat, and
bent cap of an arch bridge can be regarded as having a
standard contour along one line; thus, they can be classifed
in the same category. Tese components are not necessarily
perfectly vertical; however, the piers are assumed to be
quasivertical in this study. First, the piers and pier seat are
projected onto the XZ plane, as shown in Figures 7(a) and
7(b). Te bent cap is projected onto the XY plane, as shown
in Figure 7(c). Te 2D ConcaveHull α-shape [22] is used to
describe the outline of the slice cross section of the point
clouds. Similarly, the improved RANSAC algorithm in
Section 3.3.2 is adopted to extract the sections. In particular,
their point clouds are absent because of the shielding of the
soil around the pier and the diminutive size of the stops,
which are similar to those of the pier column and tie beam,
on both sides of the bent cap.

3.3.4. T-Beam. Most beam–slab bridges use precast concrete
members as the main structural members [34]. Te T-beam
of an arch bridge is the same. Te superstructure of arch
bridges is the same as that of beam–slab bridges. Usually, the
point clouds on both sides of the T-beam are difcult to
determine, hence the incomplete data. Terefore, the point
clouds of one side of the T-beam are selected in this research.
Te T-beam entails a complex modeling, further suggesting
the inapplicability of the translation strategy.

Te point clouds of the pier are segmented via the slicing
method. In particular, the data along the X-axis in a plane
parallel to the YZ plane are cut to obtain multiple cross
sections, as shown in Figure 8 (a). A 0.5–1mm length in the
X-direction is recommended. Te improved RANSAC al-
gorithm based on distribution identity is used to obtain
some characteristic intersections of the T-beams. And the
calculated threshold of the improved RANSAC is shown in 8
(b). Te characteristic intersections of each T-beam section
total four, as shown in Figure 8 (c). Te model alignment
algorithm is proposed to best match the characteristic in-
tersections extracted by the improved RANSAC algorithm
and the points corresponding to the design model. For the
T-beam, a model-aligning algorithm is proposed. In par-
ticular, the outline of some characteristic intersections of
T-beams is obtained. Ten, the iterative closest point (ICP)
algorithm is used to match characteristic intersections and
the points corresponding to the design model.

3.4. Bridge gDT Generation. After geometric information of
the components is extracted as derived from the point
clouds, it is stored in an Excel fle. By automatically assigning
the coordinates stored in Excel to the corresponding PART
module of CATIA, the arch bridge gDT can also be

established in CATIA. Te three steps of this approach can
be described as follows:

Step 1 : Generation of the arch bridge skeleton. Except
for the T-beam characteristic intersections, the
skeleton includes the 3D path and projection
plane of the other components. First, the co-
ordinate system of the entire arch bridge is
determined through an approach that is es-
sentially the same as that of the construction
coordinate system. Ten, the information is
imported into CATIA’s PART module, as
shown in Figure 9(a).

Step 2 : Generation of the templates for each compo-
nent. First, the local coordinate system is created
in the PARTmodule of CATIA. Te Z-axis is in
the 3D path, which is defned as a straight line or
a curve. Te X- and Y-axes should conform to
the principles of the Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem. Ten, the origin of the component is de-
termined. For the arch ring, pier, and tie beam,
the origin is the center point of the profle. For
the pier, pier seat, bent cap, and T-beam, the
origin is the corner of the profle. Finally, the
corners of the cross section are sketched and
then connected with the segments, as shown in
Figure 9(b).

Step 3 : Lofting of each component. Te generation
component templates are lofted on the arch
bridge skeleton, as shown in Figure 9(c).

4. Experiments

4.1. Point Cloud Acquisition and Processing. Te proposed
semiautomatic method for extracting the geometric infor-
mation of the bridge’s components in the absence of point
clouds was verifed in this study. We used a Leica 3D laser
scanner to collect the point clouds of a long-span arch bridge.
Te vertical and horizontal felds of view of the scanner were
300° and 360°, respectively.Te distance between two points at
a distance of 10m in the resolution gear was approximately
3mm, and the data collection time of each scan was ap-
proximately 13minutes. Similar to the stations of cable-stayed
and suspension bridges, the comprehensive data collection
stations in this study were difcult to set up because of the
model’s large span, narrow site, and limited feld of vision. In
accordance with the actual situation of the bridge, three
stations must be set up to obtain the required point clouds in
Figure 10 (a). Te point clouds of the three stations were
registered using the ICP algorithm in CloudCompare soft-
ware, as shown in Figure 10 (b). Among them, the frst station
was considered the target station. A total of 48,300 points in
the joint station of the second and frst stations were pro-
cessed, and the fnal RMS was 0.0021m. In addition, a total of
42,380 points in the third and frst stations were processed,
and the fnal RMS was 0.0018m. To ensure the accuracy of
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gDT generation, only about half of the point clouds in each
station were selected in Figure 10 (c).

First, the Geomagic software is used for data segmen-
tation and data format conversion. Te bridge was com-
posed of an arch ring, 16 pier columns, 12 tie beams, two
piers, 16 pier seats, eight bent caps, and 10 span T-beams.
Tese components were manually separated and saved as .txt
fles, including the X, Y, and Z coordinates of each point.
Ten, each txt fle was imported into MATLAB to execute
the algorithms developed for the diferent components. Te
creation sequence was in the order of arch ring, pier column,
tie beam, pier, pier seat, bent cap, and T-beam.

4.2.Results. Temethod described in Section 3.4 was used to
generate the gDT of the arch bridge. To check the original
coordinate matching degree between the gDT and its point
clouds, we converted the point clouds before segmentation
and the reconstructed CATIA model into STP format and
then imported them into Geomagic. We imported the bridge
point clouds before segmentation, followed by the gDTof the
arch bridge, into Geomagic. Figure 11 shows the coincidence
of the two components and the deviation chromatogram of
the arch ring, pier column, tie beam, pier, pier seat, bent cap,
and T-beam.Te deviation between the point clouds of some
components and their gDTwas evenly distributed, and most
of them were within 5mm.

Except for the absence point cloud, most other point
clouds and their gDTcoincide with each other, as illustrated
in Figure 11. Some deviations can be observed in some parts
of each component. Tis phenomenon can be attributed to
three reasons: (1) the small amount of noise in the point
clouds, (2) the format conversion between models in the

software, and (3) the error of the cross-sectional ftting
algorithm.

Te arch ring linear is critical to the mechanical per-
formance of the arch bridge. Taking the actual point cloud as
a reference, the results of distance deviation between the
polynomial curve ftting and the algorithm in this paper are
compared. Among them, the root mean square error
(RMSE) of the polynomial ftting curve algorithm is
0.0126m, and the RMSE of the algorithm in this paper is
0.0055m, which indicates that the latter is better in ftting
the arch line. Among them, there are several obvious ab-
normalities in the distance deviation of the polynomial
ftting curve algorithm, such as the midspan and quarter of
the arch ring as depicted in Figure 12. Te enlarged index of
these corresponding positions shows that, compared with
the control points of the algorithm in this paper are closer to
the point cloud, the alignment of the polynomial ftting
curve algorithm is farther from the point cloud, which
further illustrates the progress of the algorithm in this paper.

In addition, the quality of the pier columns is important
to the arch bridge. Here, the geometric information of the
extracted pier column was compared with the design in-
formation in the construction drawing in two aspects: (1)
intersection of the pier column centerline and pier base
horizontal line and (2) perpendicularity. Te results showed
that the deviation of the intersection relative to the design
intersection has a normal distribution. Moreover, the RMSE
of the deviation was 0.0041m, as depicted in Figure 13. Te
deviation between the perpendicularity of the pier column
and the design angle in terms of RMSE was 0.046°, as shown
in Figure 14. According to Klein et al. [35], an error of
approximately 2% is acceptable in the as-built BIM model
facility management.
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generating gDT.
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5. Conclusions and Prospect

Tis study proposed a semiautomatic method to extract
geometric information of bridge components in the absence
of point clouds. Te arch bridge components included the
arch ring, pier column, tie beam, pier, pier seat, bent cap, and
T-beams. Geometric information was extracted from point
clouds, and it included the following: arch ring alignment;
centerline and contour of the pier column and tie beam;
contour of the pier, pier seat, and bent cap; and feature
points that match the T-beam. After the geometric infor-
mation of each structural member from the point clouds was
extracted, information was stored in an Excel fle. Te co-
ordinates stored in Excel were automatically assigned to the
corresponding module of CATIA, and the gDT of the arch
bridge was generated in CATIA.

Te method was verifed on a large-arch bridge. During
geometric information extraction, the arch ring, 16 pier
columns, 12 tie beams, two piers, 16 pier seats, eight bent caps,
and 10 prefabricated box girders of the arch bridge were
successfully extracted. Te deviation between the point cloud
and the gDT model of the reconstructed bridge was dis-
tributed in Geomagic. Te deviation chromatogram showed
that the deviation between the point cloud of each component
and the gDT model of the reconstructed bridge was evenly
distributed, and most of them were within 5mm. Subse-
quently, the geometric information of various pier columns
was compared with the design information in the con-
struction drawings in two aspects: (1) intersection of the pier
column centerline and pier seat horizontal line and (2)
perpendicularity. Results show that the deviation of the in-
tersection relative to the design intersection entailed a normal
distribution. Furthermore, the RMSE of the deviation was
0.0041m. Results also indicate that our method can accurately
extract the geometric features of arch bridge components
from the point cloud data of arch bridges with defects.

Compared with traditional methods, the innovation in
this study can be summarized as follows: frst, the algorithm in
this paper combines the advantages of the iterative polyno-
mial algorithm and the sliding window algorithm, which can
obtain amore accurate and stable ftting of the local alignment
of the arch bridge compared with the traditional algorithm.
Second, for the cross section of components with missing

point clouds, the improved RANSAC algorithm uses a
translation strategy to supplement unknown line segments to
extract the characteristics of components. Tird, researchers
suggested using a template matching method to fnd the best
match girder type in existing forecast bridge beam catalogues
due to the complexity of the T-beam [15]. Tree criteria for
model matching include (1) span length, (2) girder bottom
fange, and (3) web depth. Te database is the standard
product of the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Ofcials and the Bridge Beam Manual pro-
vided by BANAGHER Precast Concrete. However, a par-
ticularly accurate T-beammodel may not be found due to the
limitation of the database. Te proposed algorithm in this
paper can be applied to any T-beam to best match the design
model and characteristic intersections.

Although this study shows promising results, certain
limitations should be addressed. First, most of the cross-
sectional forms of bridge members in this study were
composed of multiple straight lines. Future research may
extend the algorithm to other common types of member
sections, such as the circular section and the section com-
posed of multiple curve segments. Second, our method
involved a manual segmentation process. Future studies may
focus on local feature detection and other methods to
segment various components automatically and improve the
efciency of data processing. Finally, gDTmodels should be
able to handle additional mechanical information to realize
the establishment of DTs further.
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(e collapse of engineering structures can cause significant casualties and have negative social effects. Collapse accident in-
vestigation can elucidate the potential causes and mechanisms of the collapse accident, thus remediating future structural collapse
and enhancing the resilience. However, there are some obstacles to investigating complicated collapse accidents using con-
ventional methods. For example, the out-syncs between on-site investigation and simulation analysis are intractable and canmake
discovering the cause of collapse accidents difficult. Hence, a digital twin-based investigation method for collapse accidents was
proposed. First, basic virtual digital building models are established using real-world information. (en, after mapping the data
from the real world into the virtual space, the corresponding highly realistic multistage models before and after the building
collapse accident are constructed and synchronized. Using the digital twin method, investigators with multidisciplinary
knowledge can efficiently integrate, update, and check the models. Finally, the potential collapse mechanism was revealed with the
assistance of the correspondingmodels. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed digital twin-based investigationmethod,
a real collapse accident investigation is utilized as an example. (ese results validated our method.

1. Introduction

Safety during the service life is one of the most critical
building requirements. However, in the last few decades,
building collapse accidents have repeatedly occurred world-
wide, causing severe injury, death, adverse social impact, and
economic loss [1–4]. (ese catastrophic events have raised
increasing concerns for engineers and researchers. To ensure
integrity and safety, it is essential to analyze the potential
causes of collapse, which will, in turn, provide valuable ref-
erences for building design, construction, and maintenance,
as well as collapse-prevention strategies.

Building collapse can be caused by several factors,
making it difficult to identify the major causes [5–8]. Widely
used building collapse investigation methods include (1)
site-investigation methods [9, 10] and (2) simulation-based
methods [4, 8]. Although widely used, these investigation
methods are limited inmore complex situations. Specifically,
the site investigation method can hardly reproduce the
collapse scenario of a building. (e motion of fragments

determines the distribution of the debris, which is crucial for
accident investigation [11]. As for simulation-based
methods, the result of collapse analysis relies on quantifying
uncertainties in building modeling [12]. An effective method
for reducing the modeling uncertainties is updating the
design document-based FE model with real-time mea-
surement data [12]. However, the out-syncs between the on-
site investigation and simulation-based analysis are intrac-
table and can cause difficulties in determining the causation
of collapse accidents. For the above reasons, new digital
methods, combining site-investigation and numerical
methods, need to be proposed to assist the investigation.

(e digital twin concept originated from Grieves and
Vickers product lifecycle management model in 2002 [13]. A
digital twin is a set of virtual information constructs which
fully describes a potential or actual physical entity from the
micro atomic to macro geometrical level [13]. (e foun-
dations of a digital twin can be divided into four parts: (1)
modeling and simulation of a physical entity to build the
corresponding virtual entity and connections; (2) data
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collection and data fusion for physical, virtual, and fusion
data between them; (3) interaction and collaboration be-
tween the physical and virtual entities; and (4) relevant
theories of service [14]. (e digital twin is a fast-evolving
technology, and many researchers have explored its appli-
cation in the smart manufacturing [15, 16] and automated
product-service systems [17]. Nowadays, the digital twin
technology has expanded to the civil engineering sector [18].
Liu et al. [19] established a digital twin multidimensional
model of prestressed steel structures for the safety risk as-
sessment of prestressed steel structures. Peng et al. [20]
reported a digital twin system of a hospital, by which the
quality of daily maintenance work was enhanced. Lu and
Brilakis [21] delivered a slicing-based object-fitting method
that can generate the geometric digital twin of an existing
reinforced concrete bridge from a labeled point cluster. Shim
et al. [22] developed a bridge maintenance system for
prestressed concrete bridges using a 3D digital twin model.
Angjeliu et al. [23] studied the structural system integrity of
historic masonry buildings by developing the concept of
digital twins. (e digital twin can also be used in retrofitting
and demolishing because of its ability to comprehensively
characterize the building to be renovated [24]. Previous
studies have shown that, with the help of a digital twin,
researchers can obtain a comprehensive understanding of
the building and establish high-fidelity 3D models for
simulation andmechanical calculation.(erefore, the digital
twin has the potential to become an effective tool for ana-
lyzing the cause of building collapse.

In this study, a digital twin-based building collapse in-
vestigation method is proposed. Digital twin-based collapse
analysis techniques have been proposed and used to simulate
the entire life cycle of a building and then reproduce the
building collapse accident. Specifically, building information
models (BIM), finite element models (FEM), and physics
enginemodels of the building were established to simulate the
performance of the building during operation and mainte-
nance. Subsequently, the main causes of building collapse
were analyzed and expounded. (e results indicate that de-
fects and damage in critical regions of buildings are important
factors that can cause building collapse. (e rationality of the
digital twin-based virtual model analysis was validated by site
investigation.(e results show that digital twin techniques are
powerful tools for analyzing the cause of building collapse.

2. Digital Twin-Based Collapse
Investigation Method

It is difficult to effectively determine the cause of building
collapse using traditional analysis methods, such as on-site
investigations and surveillance videos. Hence, this study
proposed a digital twin-based collapse investigation
method to elucidate the causes of building collapse. Fig-
ure 1 presents the conceptual architecture of the digital
twin-based collapse investigation method, which considers
the critical changes throughout the building life cycle (i.e.,
from construction to collapse). (e digital twin model
consists of two components: physical models (in the real

world) and virtual models (in digital space). (e building
information was continuously exchanged between the two
models. Specifically, the interaction between the physical
and virtual spaces involves three steps: Step 1: data col-
lection and modeling, Step 2: construction and updating,
and Step 3: on-site investigation and simulation. Fur-
thermore, the workflow of the proposed digital twin-based
method incorporating physical models, building infor-
mation models (BIMs), and finite element models (FEMs)
is briefly presented in the following:

Step 1: data collection and modeling. First, necessary
information, such as architectural, structural, and
construction drawing details of the building, should be
collected from the physical model. (en, the virtual
models, including the BIMs and FEMs of the building,
are established based on the collected information. In
this stage, information flows from the physical model to
the virtual model.
Step 2: construction and updating. On the one hand,
the virtual models are constantly updated as more
building information is collected from the physical
model. For example, when the construction and ren-
ovation information of a building is available, virtual
models can simulate the renovation and construction
process based on the information. On the other hand,
some mechanisms may be revealed by simulating
virtual models, which can better guide the information
search process in the real world. In other words, the
virtual model provided decision support to the physical
world. For example, a column approaching instability
can be identified via virtual model analysis, indicating
that column failure is likely to cause building collapse.
(erefore, more attention should be paid to the column
of the building during the search process in the physical
model. In this stage, information is iteratively ex-
changed between the physical and virtual models.
Step 3: on-site investigation and simulation. After
collecting sufficient data from the physical model, the
virtual model is utilized to reproduce building collapse
and reveal the underlying causes. Finally, the debris
from the collapsed building simulated from the virtual
model is compared with real debris, which validates the
collapse mechanism determined from the virtual model
analysis. In this stage, information flows from the
virtual model to the physical model.

Moreover, a real building collapse accident was utilized
to illustrate the proposed method. Accordingly, the details of
Steps 1–3 are shown in Sections 3–5, respectively. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the study.

3. Digital Twin of the Building

3.1. Collapse Accident of a Building. (e adopted case is the
collapse accident of a seven-story building (Figure 2(a)). (e
building collapsed after welding strengthening in 2020, and
the debris is shown in Figure 2(b). (e collapsed building
was initially a conventional steel frame structure. However,
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the building underwent many functional changes over the
years, and its structure changed correspondingly. (erefore,
the complex retrofitting process and irregular internal
structure led to complicated loading states and collapse
accidents. (e complex retrofitting process also makes it
difficult to reveal the potential collapse mechanism using
conventional analysis methods. (e digital twin-based col-
lapse investigation method can provide a comprehensive
and accurate understanding of the building at each stage
from construction to collapse. (erefore, to establish the
digital twin model, we collected the necessary information
about the building from construction to collapse. Based on
this information, we established the corresponding digital
twin models (see Section 3) and updated the models several
times from the initial state to the critical state before collapse
(see Section 4).

3.2. Building Information and Data Acquirement. (e
building was retrofitted many times, and the major retro-
fitting processes are briefly presented in Figure 3. In the first
stage, the building was a four-story commercial building,
and the building was safe. In the second stage, the building
underwent major retrofitting. Subsequently, the building
was remodeled into a seven-story hotel. In the third stage,
welding strengthening was applied to the base columns of
the building. Subsequently, the building collapsed.

(e plane view and elevation view of the building in Stage
2 are shown in Figure 4.(e height of the collapsed building is
22m. (e length of the building in the east–west direction is
48m, with 8m× 6 spans, and the length of the building in the
north–south direction is 21m, with 7m× 3 spans.

(e building is a steel frame structure, and the primary
components, that is, the column, beam, infill wall, and floor,
should be created in the virtual models. (e beams and
columns were all equipped with H-shaped cross-sections,
and their material strengths were determined according to
the on-site test results. (e yield strength Fy of the steel
columns was 336MPa, and the yield strength Fy of the steel
beams was 313MPa. (e elastic modulus, Es, of the steel
beams and steel columns was 205GPa. A detailed steel
column layout drawing of the typical floors of the building is
shown in Figure 5(a). A detailed steel beam layout drawing
of the typical floors is shown in Figure 5(b). In terms of the
infill walls, the strength grade of the bricks in the building
infill wall was MU10. (e standard value of compressive
strength according to the Code for Design of Masonry
Structures [25] is 1.48MPa, and the elastic modulus is
1.165GPa. (e strength grade of the concrete in the slab is
C20. (e standard value of compressive strength according
to the Code for Design of Concrete Structure [26] is 13.4MPa,
and the elastic modulus is 25.5 GPa. Furthermore, the on-
site investigation revealed that the thickness of the structural
floor used in the virtual models was 130mm.

Physical Model Virtual Model

Structural 
drawings

Construction 
records

On-site 
investigation

Physical to Virtual Data Mapping

Discovering Virtual-to-Physical Mechanism

Modeling

Updating

Simulation

Collapse building

Parking lot

• In 2014, a 4-story steel frame
was used for residential housing
• In 2017, the 4-story building
was retrofitted to a 7-story one,
transforming usage to a hotel
• In 2020, the columns of the
ground story in the 7-story hotel
were reinforced by welding

Step 1
Initial data

Initial model

Step 2
Updated records

Updated model

Step 3
Investigation

Potential collapse 
mechanism

Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed digital twin-based collapse investigation method.
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After additional floors were retrofitted, the building
transitioned from Stage 1 to Stage 2. (e floors and infill
walls were added to the structure, and the floor load was
changed. In this study, the floor load values of the structure

of all stages were calculated based on detailed structural
information, including the decoration of floor slab and infill
walls, self-weight of slabs, infill walls, ceilings, and glass
curtain walls. (e floor load values are listed in Table 1.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Hotel building before and after the collapse. (a) (e hotel building before collapse (the hotel name is anonymous). (b) Ruin after
the collapse.

Stage1 Stage2 Stage3

Function: residential,
Storey: four,

Progress: constructed,
State: safe.

Function: hotel,
Storey: seven,

Progress: retrofitting of 
additional floors,

State: approaching instability.

Function: hotel,
Storey: seven,

Progress: Welded reinforcement 
of ground floor columns,

State: collapse.
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Figure 3: Conversion of the building.
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Figure 4: Basic views of the building. (a) Elevation view (the elevation units: m; other units: mm). (b) Plane view (units: mm).
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3.3. Digital Twin Model Development. After collecting the
data from the physical model, the BIM of the building in
Stage 1 was established using Revit [27] for effective data
integration, as shown in Figure 6. BIM can effectively in-
tegrate the relevant information and data (e.g., the location
of the infill walls, detailed cross section of beams and col-
umns, and material information) from the physical model.
(erefore, BIM is the basis of subsequent FEMs and physics
engine models.

Subsequently, based on the detailed information provided
by the BIM, a 3D FEM of the overall structure in Stage 1 was
established usingMSC.MARC [28]. Various types of elements
are used to simulate different building components, con-
sidering their compatibility. (e beams and columns were
modeled with fiber beam elements considering the local

buckling effect [29]. (e infill brick walls were modeled using
shell elements. (e slabs were modeled using membrane
elements. (e adopted modeling methods have been widely
used in previous studies [29–31]. (e cross-sectional di-
mensions and structural layout are shown in Figures 4 and 5,
respectively. (e beams along the A-axis direction were
primarily hinged and connected to the corresponding col-
umns.(erefore, the rbe2 element [28] was used to model the
hinged connection, releasing the rotational degree-of-free-
dom. Meanwhile, the beams along the 2-axis are rigidly
connected to the corresponding columns. (e typical con-
nections between the beams and columns are shown in
Figure 5(c). (e steel columns of the base floor were rigidly
connected to the ground. (e above-mentioned building
modifications are illustrated in Section 4.
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Figure 5: Drawings of the typical floor. (a) Column layout (units: mm). (b) Beam layout (units: mm). (c) Connections between beam and
columns.

Table 1: Floor load of the building.

Floor number
Load of Stage 1

Floor number
Load of Stages 2 and 3

Dead load (kN/m2) Live load (kN/m2) Dead load (kN/m2) Live load (kN/m2)
2nd 3.35 1.00 2nd 3.35 0.01
3rd 4.60 0.00 3rd 5.30 0.01
4th 4.30 0.00 4th 4.05 0.05
5th 5.30 1.00 5th 4.80 0.05
Roof 4.10 0.00 6th 4.43 0.05

7th 4.80 0.02
Roof 4.10 0.00

∗Note that we collected detailed structural component dimensions, structural layout drawings, and material information from the building. Owing to
copyright, only the most relevant information is presented in this paper.
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4. Digital Twin Model Updating

4.1. Model Updating of BIM Based on Construction Log.
From the information collected from the construction logs,
the key processes for the major retrofitting of additional
stories are as follows:

Step 1: steel column construction on the third floor
(7–10m)
Step 2: steel beams and floor slab construction of the
fourth floor (10m); interior wall construction on the
third floor
Step 3: interior wall construction on the fourth floor
Step 4: interior wall construction on the fifth floor
Step 5: reinforced concrete floor slab construction on
the sixth floor (16m)
Step 6: interior wall construction on the sixth floor
Step 7: elevator installation and elevator machine room
construction on the roof
Step 8: window and door installation, and water tank
installation on the roof
Step 9: covering the steel columns of the first floor with
800× 800mm wooden boards and covering the steel
columns on the D-axis with ceramic tiles

(e BIM is then updated based on construction log
information. (e BIM before the update (i.e., Stage 1) is
shown in Figure 7(a), and the updated BIM is shown in
Figure 7(b). An animation of the construction process was
created to demonstrate the major retrofitting of additional
stories. Specifically, the Revit model is first exported as a
Filmbox (FBX) file [32], and the FBX file is then imported
into Twinmotion [33]. (e construction process is then
simulated. Continuous screenshots of the construction
process are presented in Figure 8.

(e intuitive and visual nature of BIMalso provided a useful
aid to understanding the layout and retrofitting process. (e
powerful visualization display ensures smooth communication
and close cooperation among the multidisciplinary profes-
sionals on the investigation team. (e digital twin-based
method can better quantify the uncertainty of the virtual
models. (ere are lots of uncertainties in the modeling process.
If only simulation-basedmethods are used, the result of collapse
analysis relies fully on quantifying uncertainties in building
modeling [12]. If there was a discrepancy, the simulation result
and the real world could be quite different. (us, via utilizing
the digital twin-based method, the BIM model of the digital
twin model enables the domain experts in the physical world to
carefully confirm and correct the virtual model to quantify and
then reduce the uncertainties. An accurate digital model can
provide critical support for the determination of structural loads
and construction methods. (is assists research and analysis to
determine the causal factors of accidents.

4.2. Finite Element Model Updating and Analysis.
Depending on the changes in the building structure and load
determined by the BIM, the FEM is updated. (e modeling

method for FEMs based on MSC.MARC [28] is described in
Section 3.2. To investigate the real-world state of the
building, the actual loads are applied (i.e., 1.0 dead load + 1.0
live load). In addition, the pushdown method [31, 34, 35]
was used to evaluate the vertical load safety redundancy of
the structure in each phase. In the FEM, the pushdown
method can be utilized by increasing the vertical load (i.e.,
simultaneously increasing the dead load and live load) until
the structure collapses. (e vertical load safety redundancy
was obtained by dividing the collapse load by the current
vertical load:

(1) Stage 1.(e initial structure before retrofitting is four
stories. (e analysis results show that the total
gravity load of the model before retrofitting was 3114
tons. (e vertical ultimate bearing capacity of the
structure calculated by finite element analysis was
5208 tons. (erefore, the total weight accounts for
approximately 60% of the vertical ultimate bearing
capacity. (e maximum axial force of the first-story
column was approximately 232 tons (C4), which was
63% of its stable ultimate bearing capacity.(erefore,
the structure was in an elastic state (Figure 9(a)).

(2) Stage 2. (e structure after the major retrofit had
seven stories.(e analysis results showed that the total
gravity load of the modified model was 5214 tons, and
the vertical load increased by 67%.(e analysis results
showed that the vertical ultimate bearing capacity of
the structure was 5312 tons. (erefore, the total
weight accounts for approximately 98% of the vertical
ultimate bearing capacity and exceeds the vertical
ultimate bearing capacity of the original four-story
structure of 5208 tons. (e maximum axial force of
the first-story column is approximately 389 tons (C8),
which is 105% of the theoretical ultimate load-car-
rying capacity of the column on the C-axis. (e
maximum compressive stresses in the web plates of
steel columns C6, C8, and C10 in the structure
exceeded their buckling stress. (e structure was in a
critical state (Figure 9(b)).

(3) Stage 3. After the welding strengthening in Stage 3,
the building collapsed. According to the analysis
results of the FEM of Stage 2, the total structural
gravity load of the retrofitted 7-story steel structure
under the actual use load is 5214 tons, which is very
close to the vertical ultimate bearing capacity
(Figure 9(c)). Although the bottom columns were
in a critical state and plastic deformation occurred,
the structure did not collapse. (is suggests that
the immediate cause of building collapse requires
further investigation.

According to the BIM construction process, the struc-
ture collapsed after welding strengthening on the partial
columns on the ground story. (erefore, the results of the
analysis of the digital twin model indicate that the effects of
welding need to be considered. (e research team then
conducted an on-site investigation. According to the on-site
investigation results, in this welding construction, the lower
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section of the steel columns (e.g., C4, C6, and C8) at the
bottom introduced a horizontal deformation with an am-
plitude of 2–6mm (Figure 9(d)). (us, according to the on-
site investigation results, the corresponding horizontal de-
formation was added to the FEM based on the analysis of
Stage 2. Subsequently, the structure underwent initial
collapse.

5. Collapse Analysis Using the Digital
Twin Model

5.1. Analysis of the Collapse Mechanism. According to the
on-site investigation results, horizontal deformation of
2–6mm occurred at Stage 3. In the subsequent simulation,
the structural plastic deformation and damage rapidly and

(a)

More infill walls are added a�er retrofit
More floors are added a�er retrofit

(b)

Figure 7: Updating the BIM. (a) Original model. (b) Updated model.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6: BIM of the building in Stage 1. (a) Left side view. (b) Front view. (c) Axonometric view.
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disproportionately propagated, and the structure entered the
collapsed state, as shown in Figure 10.

(erefore, according to the finite element analysis re-
sults, the local buckling, plastic deformation, and flexural
deformation of the bottom columns are increased by the
welding construction. Taking the bottom C4 steel column as
an example, the horizontal deformation in the middle in-
creases by 2–4mm. As a result, severe disturbances were
generated owing to the high load, inducing damage to the

bottom steel columns and the overall collapse of the
structure. (us, the mechanism and critical causes of the
structural collapse accident were determined.

5.2. Visualization of the Collapse Progress. To validate the
building collapse mechanism via the virtual model analysis, a
collapse visualization analysis was conducted using the
collapse simulation technique based on the physics engine

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

(g) (h)

Figure 8: Updating the BIM animation. (a–h) Steps 1–8.
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[4, 36, 37]. Subsequently, the simulated virtual wreckages
were compared with the actual physical collapse wreckages
at the site.(e collapse visualization method proposed by Lu
et al. [4] was adopted. (e simulation is implemented in
three primary steps: (1) geometric model establishment and
conversion, (2) establishment of physics engine model, and
(3) introduction of initial damage [4]. First, the FEM in the
virtual model of the digital twin was utilized as the geometric
model. (en, the geometric model was converted into a
physics engine model using tools developed by Zheng et al.
[36]. Subsequently, the initial disturbances are applied to the
C4, C6, and C8 columns welded at the bottom of the physics
engine model based on the causes of collapse identified in

Section 5.1. Finally, the collapse processes were simulated
using the physics engine model, and the simulated collapse
processes of the building are shown in Figure 11.

Initially, the middle steel column of the first floor on the
A-axis bends in the east–west direction (Figure 11(b)). (e
vertical compressive bearing capacity of the steel column
decreased rapidly, resulting in the steel column being unable
to support the gravity weight of the upper structure. Sub-
sequently, the upper structures, especially the parts of the
three stories above the range from axis A to axis C, start to
collapse. Meanwhile, the buildings started to tilt in the
southern direction (Figure 11(c)). (e span of the building
along the C-axis to D-axis direction is 7m, which is shorter

(a) (b)

(c)

2-6mm
4m

D

C

B

A

2 4 6 8 10 12 14

III

IV

I II

V

(d)

Figure 9: Axial forces of the beams and columns of the building. (a) Stage 1. (b) Stage 2. (c) Stage 3. (d) Critical elements. (a) Stage 1: no
damage. (b) Stage 2: plastic hinge at top of first story center column. (c) Stage 3: initial collapse. (d) Key columns causing structural collapse.

2mm displacement 
(west)

2mm displacement 
(east)

Plastic

Elastic

Figure 10: Collapse initial state of the building.
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than the span along the A-axis to the C-axis direction of 14m.
Moreover, there are more infill walls in the north–south
direction along the C-axis to the D-axis than along the A-axis
to the C-axis. (e column at the A-axis gradually loses its
load-carrying capacity, and the load from the upper structure
is then transferred to the columns at the C-axis and D-axis.

(is resulted in severe buckling of the column at the C-axis
and accelerated the overall collapse of the upper structure.
Subsequently, the third-floor slab near the A-axis first
touched the ground (Figure 11(d)). Gradually, as the overall
southward tilt deformation increased, the upper floors suc-
cessively came to the ground. (e column at the D-axis was

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

(g) (h)

Figure 11: Collapse progress of the building. (a) Collapse begins; (b) column at A-axis starts buckling; (c) the columns on the first floor at
the A-axis lose their vertical bearing capacity; (d) the third-floor slab at A-axis first touches the ground, and the upper structure tilts to the
south; (e) the fourth-floor slab first touches the ground, and the upper structure severely tilts; (f ) column at D-axis pulls off, and several
floors at A-axis touch the ground; (g) the building tilts to the south and several upper floors touch the ground; (h) collapse process is
complete.
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subjected to increasing tension, and the bottom of the column
was pulled off (Figure 11(f)). After that, the whole building
fell toward the south, and the floor slab broke apart. Finally,
the collapse process was completed, and only debris was left.

(e simulated debris distribution of the building is
shown in Figure 12; on the left are stills from the photos
taken from the building site, and the right subfigures are the
simulated results. Figure 12 shows that the simulated debris
distribution agrees well with the actual collapse wreckage,
indicating that the proposed collapse investigation method
realistically reproduces the building collapse process.

5.3. Interaction in Virtual and Real Spaces to Reveal the Ac-
cident Mechanism. (e above analysis validates the effec-
tiveness of the proposed digital twin-based collapse analysis
method. (e method can reproduce the collapse process in
the virtual space and, thus, assist in investigating the causes
of collapse accidents. In addition, the proposed digital
twin-based collapse analysis method also reveals that de-
fects and damage in the critical areas of buildings are
important factors causing building collapse, which implies
that the critical regions should be identified as soon as
possible. In practice, proper strengthening and monitoring

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

Figure 12: Comparison between actual physical collapse wreckages and simulated virtual wreckages. (a) Actual collapse scenario (side
view); (b) simulated collapse scenario (side view); (c) actual collapse scenario (front view); (d) simulated collapse scenario (front view);
(e) actual collapse scenario (top view); (f ) simulated collapse scenario (top view).
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of these critical regions can effectively prevent building
collapse.

Digital twin-based methods can better assist decision-
making in the physical world. Collapse accident sites are
dilapidated and chaotic, making it difficult to determine the
cause of the collapse only using site investigation-based
methods. On the one hand, the site investigation found
local buckling of the ground floor columns. (erefore, the
traditional methods may regard the local buckling as the
cause of the collapse. However, the digital twin-based
method pointed out that the local buckling was caused by
the gravity load in Stage 2, which helps the investigation
avoid being misled by the local buckling on-site and
supports making a reasonable decision. On the other hand,
the digital twin-based method pointed out that welding was
the direct cause of the building collapse. (e welding leads
to an increase in the internal force of the component, which
in turn causes the overall horizontal deformation of the
component and then eventually leads to the collapse of the
whole structure. (e simulation results of the collapse
mode are consistent with what happened in the physical
world, which provides effective support for the accident
investigation.

(e analysis results in this work also provide practical
strategies for future disaster prevention and control, such as
strict investigation of structural retrofits, increasing the
structural health monitoring technology, and developing a
digital twin for disaster evolution.

6. Conclusions

Collapse accident sites are dilapidated and chaotic, making it
difficult to determine the cause of collapse using traditional
methods. (erefore, to improve the accident investigation, a
digital twin-based accident investigation framework is
proposed to conduct the investigation. (e digital twin-
based framework consists of the physical objects (e.g.,
structural drawings, construction records, and site investi-
gation), the virtual model (e.g., BIM model, FE model, and
physics engine model), and the interaction between the
physical and virtual spaces. A real collapse accident and
corresponding on-site investigation results were used to
validate the proposed method. (e results indicate that the
digital twin-based method supports the decision-making
process and the determination of real causes. Via the in-
formation interaction between the physical world and the
virtual world, the real cause of the accident can be revealed
more reliably.(emajor findings are summarized as follows:

(1) In the building collapse case, the maximum com-
pressive stress in the columns on the ground floor of
the building exceeded its critical buckling stress. (e
welding construction process led to local buckling
and plastic deformation of the ground floor columns,
which further resulted in large flexural deformation
in the columns.(is caused severe disturbance to the
highly loaded steel columns, which induced damage
to the columns on the ground floor and the overall
collapse of the structure.

(2) With improvements in FEM, BIM, physics engine,
and model updating techniques, the digital twin
technology can be used for the collapse scenario
simulation and cause investigation of structural
collapse accidents. Even if the service history of the
engineering structure is complex, the digital twin
model can effectively record and update the series of
changes, which can assist in the analysis of complex
collapse mechanisms.

(3) (e case study also demonstrates that the digital twin
model has great potential for engineering disaster
prevention and control. (e digital twin model can
provide effective data and platform support for
performance evaluation and health monitoring of
the structure.

(is work is a preliminary exploration of digital twin-
based accident investigations. (e decision-making process
is supported by digital twins, which helps to find the actual
cause of the collapse accident. But the accident has already
occurred and caused heavy losses. In future research, digital
twin-based models are encouraged to be established for
important buildings in advance to perform multihazard
simulation analysis. In this way, the mechanical state of the
key components of the building can be monitored all the
time, thereby avoiding disasters.
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